
In the Ice!                         Kids + Art + Landscape   
  

Workshop with Stannes Schwarz
    

Art-projects with children dealing with creating perishabel Land-art objects

Both, art-projects with children and creative work in the 

landscape belong to my artistcal repertoire for decades. 

This workshop could be the first possibility to combine 

both sections.

Parallel to my exhibition  The Gallery of the Polar Travellers  I would like to offer workshops 

for children at the particular localities which hosts my exhibition. The aim is to generate Land-Art 

objects to achieve a new awareness, how art may accentuate the appearance of a landscape. 

This workshop is addressed to children of 8 years and older.

A kind of Land-Art:
Pyramids of stones in Greenland 

Kids in Greenland

Fotos: © www.rastlos.com , Robert Peroni, Tasiilaq 

http://www.rastlos.com/


Land-Art

My kind of Land-Art is characterized by using 

only materials, which can be found on location. 

Mostly stones, branches and even waste, 

everything, which is sufficiently provided, will be 

used. These objects, arranged in that manner, 

are supposed to perish due to the powers of 

nature.

This kind of art provides a very gentle and poetic 

way to gain a short term influence over that 

place.

Pharao's Grave (Detail) Timaleague/ 
Ireland

Porcupine Totem   Coalbank Canyon/ 
Colorado, USA

Piratenschiff     Norderney/ Germany El Largato   Ibiza/ Spain
Fotos: Stannes Schwarz

Examples of my Land-Art



Kids-Art

My art-projects with kids are aiming to create a work of art together by using the 

creativity of each individual. Everyone should get the chance to play his part 

concerning this task. My part is to combine all these aspects and elements, to 

support and create not only art work, but also a corporate feeling and sensitivity 

within the group. On this basis of this, pictures, objects and room-decorations 

where generated, which show the stage of development not only concerning the 

individuals, but the whole group.

6 Classes/ 6 Pictures 6th Class, Selfportraits

Cross of St. Francis
Platonic solids

Examples of my Kids-Art

Fotos: Stannes Schwarz



 Stannes Schwarz     Hauptstraße 36    D 10827 Berlin   +4915201555556   stannes@gmx.de   stannesschwarz.de

You may support this project with a donation into following account: 

Stephan Schwarz   IBAN: DE96 1004 0000 0155 5986 01   BIC: COBADEFFXXX

keyword: In the Ice!

Stannes Schwarz,

Born 1958, lives in Berlin, Germany.

After beeing qualified as naval officer, he learned 

the trade of painting and finaly studied arts at 

the art academie of Düsseldorf. 

Besides of making pictures, Stannes Schwarz 

works as framer of rooms, fotografer, stage 

designer, landartist, reader, performer und 

initiator of art-projects with kids, youngsters, 

mentally disabled and old people.

mailto:stannes@gmx.de

